Haka
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

This strappy flappy eared hat looks great with bulky
handspun yarn, or with multiple strands of finer weight
yarns held together, stripes or not, with or without
cables. The basic version is a super quick chunky
knit, and instructions are included for jog-less stripes.
All hats are wearable four different ways! Let the strap
hang loose, fasten it under your chin for super
warmth, fasten over your head to free your ears, or
fasten behind your neck for cozy ear coverage.
The cabled version is a wee bit more effort than the
simple basic Haka, but still very quick at the bulky
gauge, and extra warm with all those cables! Knit up
a matching cabled cowl using the same chart!
Haka is copyright Lee Meredith 2013 - for personal
use only (ok to sell finished items for charity purposes)
and no reprinting or redistributing - thanks! Email
leemeredith@gmail.com with any questions, etc.

You need
‣ bulky or super bulky weight yarn, or three strands
worsted weight held together (equalling three
times as much yardage in worsted)
-- basic/striped hat: 85-100 yards / 75-90 meters
-- cabled hat: 100-150 yards / 90-140 meters
-- cowl: 140-165 yards / 130-150 meters
‣ size US 13 or 15 16" circular needle, or size to get
gauge
‣ 1 stitch marker (2 for the cabled hat)
‣ a yarn needle
‣ 1 button

The samples
Cabled hat: Knit Picks Wool of the Andes worsted
in Pumice Heather, three strands held together.
Blue and green stripes: Knit Picks Wool of the
Andes worsted in Sapphire Heather and Avocado,
three strands held together.
Many-colored fuzzy sample (middle left): A thick
and thin handspun yarn.
Purples/greens/blues striping (bottom right): 2-ply
handspun, thick and thin bulky weight.
Blending stripes sample (top and bottom left): Nine
different yarns (mostly recycled and/or hand-dyed
scraps), all around worsted weight, three strands of
different colors held together at all times.
Cowl: Knit Picks Wool of the Andes worsted in
Powder, three strands held together.
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Gauge
2.5 sts per inch / 2.5 cm, in stockinette.

Sizing
In the basic (non-cabled) version, the hat should be
plenty stretchy to fit most adult head sizes, though
you can adjust gauge a bit tighter or looser for a small
or large head size. Drop down a few needle sizes for
a child size, and work to a shorter height as needed.
The cabled version pulls in more but should fit most
adult heads after blocking. If you want to be sure it
will fit a large adult head (larger than 22 inches / 56
cm circumference), work at a slightly looser gauge to
be safe. It might seem too small off the needles, but
should stretch significantly when blocked.
To get a custom size for the height, you can seam
the top before beginning the ribbed brim section, and
then try the hat on as you work the ribbing to decide
when the height is just right. Work more or fewer
rows of ribbing to get the height you like.

Techniques
Working with three strands
If holding three strands of the same worsted weight
yarn together, the easiest way to work is to link one
strand using the same method as chain plying (in
spinning, also known as navajo plying), which turns a
single strand into three strands as you work. Alex
Tinsley has a video tutorial for this technique on
her website, dull-roar.com.

Seaming the top
For a seamless
look, sew with the
horizontal seaming
method using the
cast-on tail. Hold
the hat flat (making
sure earflaps are
symmetrically
placed), right side
out, with the cast-on
edge together the
way it will be
seamed, so the tail
is on one end.
Bring the tapestry
needle through each
stitch as pictured,
through the first
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stitch on one side, then the first stitch on the other
side, the second stitch on the first side, the second
stitch on the other side, and so on to the end, pulling
each stitch with enough tension so it looks like the
knit stitches.

Cables
Cabling without a cable needle is recommended for
these 2 over 2 cables, if you're making the cabled
version - there are step-by-step photo tutorials at the
end of this pattern (page 8).

Notes
Buttons: There are two options for your
buttonhole, for using
smaller or larger
buttons. Because
of the large stitch
gauge, you can
choose to not
make any kind of
buttonhole, and
just slip the button
through the stitch
holes in the center
of the earflap, to
use a smaller
button, around 1
inch across or
smaller (like most
of the basic hat
samples pictured).
Or, you can make
an eyelet hole and
use a larger button
(like the cabled
sample) - if your
button is bigger
than about 1 inch /
2.5 cm across, this
is the recommended
option.

Abbreviations
st(s) = stitch(es)
k = knit
p = purl
ssk = slip, slip, knit slipped stitches together
(decreases 1)
k2tog = knit 2 together (decreases 1)
p2tog = purl 2 together (decreases 1)
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